Abstract: Mathematician tried to improve the existing methods by generating new methods being able to increase the preciseness of results. This paper introduces a new heuristic method for global optimization. The method utilizes an attraction -repulsion mechanism to move the sample points towards the optimality. The method is in fact a kind of modification of the so-called Electromagnetic method, but it is more flexible than Electromagnetic. The proposed scheme can be used either as a uniqe approach or as an accompanying procedure for other methods.
INTRODUCTION
To days applications of important mathematical methods in different disciplines developed more than before .Then for achieving optimization new approaches developed. Including to these, one should mentioned the global optimization that could be used for solving problems in mathematics, physics, chemistry, industry and economics.
In most problems in the fields, the special features as discontinuity, non differentiability and or non reparability of the functions etc... introduced which, formal mathematical process with key roles as gradient process is not usable especially with lots of variable in hand and the uncertainty of the achievements [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] .
To reduce all these, and reaching better response with high accuracy we devised an applicable method for global optimization, named Electro Weak (EW) method.
The privileges of the method are as bellow:
1. Increasing the calculations accuracy.
Increasing the convergence acceleration (shortening the calculation time).
3. Vast applicability of the method [7, 8] for using the global optimization.
ELECTRO WEAK (EW) HEURISTIC METHOD-OLOGY
Based on this new method we reach to the following problem:
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It assumed that the following quantities are at hand: n: the problem dimension f(x): the objective function u k : upper limit in k th dimension l k : lower limit in k th dimension
The EW method is heuristic and stochastic one because it starts from feasible region with stochastic sampling tend to global optimization of the problem (see [9, 10] for more details). In fact the EW global optimization method is a combination of two Nelder-Mead (NM) and Electromagnetismlike Mechanism (EM) plus a new excess trend, that leads to obtain global optimization including rather all test problem with high accuracy and fast convergence of the achievements.
Here we introduce (NM) briefly where for more details one can see for example [11] [12] [13] .
The Nelder -Mead simplex algorithm is the most widely used direct search method for solving the unconstrained optimization problem. min f (x) (2) where f: R n R is called the objective function and n the dimension. A simplex is a geometric figure in n dimensions that is the convex hull of n + 1 vertices.We denote a simplex with vertices x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , …, x n+1 by .
The Nelder-Mead method iteratively generates a sequence of simplices to approximate an optimal point of (2). At each iteration the vertices of the simplex are ordered according to the objective function values.
The algorithm uses four possible operations: reflection, expansion, contraction, and shrink, each being associated with a scalar parameter: (reflection), (expansion), (contraction), and (shrink). The values of these parameters satisfy >0, >1, 0< <1, and 0 < <1. In the standard implementation of the Nelder -Mead method for example, the parameters are chosen to be { , , , } = {1, 2, 1/2, 1/2}. Let x be the centroid of the n best vertices. Now one may outlines the Nelder-Mead method as follows (see [11, 12] ):
In one iteration of the Nelder-Mead algorithm :
1. Sort. Evaluate f at the n+1 vertices of and sort the vertices so that (3) holds. Although lacking a satisfactory convergence theory, the Nelder-Mead method generally performs well for solving small dimensional real life problems and continuously remains as one of the most popular direct search methods [11, 12] .
It has been observed by many researchers, however, that the Nelder-Mead method can become very inefficient for large dimensional problems (see, for example, [12] and its references). Now the general scheme for (EM) is discussed briefly. In fact (EM) consists of four phases. These are initialization of the algorithm, calculation of the total force exerted on each point (as a particle), movement along the direction of the force, and application of the neighborhood search to exploit the local minima of the function f(x). The general scheme can be seen in [9] .
As mentioned earlier, the (EW) method is a combination of two so-called methods.
To do so, first with using heuristic (EM) method and random sampling the best point (x best ) will identified, this in turn will be the primary point of (NM) method. The lower and upper limits of the variable are defined with l k and u k respectively.
The initial simplex selection would lead to global optimized responses continuously. The Algorithm (1) shows this.
In this algorithm we have: m: number of sample points.
MAXITER: maximum algorithm iteration.
LSITER: minimum algorithm iteration in global search.
: Local search parameter so as
The initial sub program for sampling m random point from feasible region is used from hyper cube.
It assumed that sample points distributed between upper and lower bound homogeneously. This program will ended when m points together with the x best have the best objective function. The goal of the sub program in other hand is collecting local information from the point xi. LSITER and parameters of the program for iteration and neighboring search coefficient. It should be mentioned that each iteration acts as the foot step for progressing the sample points towards global optimization.
Obviously, the displacement of the footsteps in turn would led to the movement extension towards the optimization direction of the problem. That is in each iteration each selected point replaces, the neighboring i-th point until the best point x best of the point reached. Noticeably the (EM) and (EW) approach are based upon, attraction-repulsion mechanism of electromagnetic-like relationship so that each sample point assumed as though there is a free charged particle pretending the goal function there.
If i-th point charge is q i , then from electrostatic we have [9, 10] ;
It is noticeable that in heuristic (EW) method, the electric charge for each point will changes in every iteration. The point with best objective function have the most favorite electric charge. Calculation of the electric charge of each point in above mentioned manner, present the moving direction towards optimization in the next iteration. Total force applying to the i-th point is F i as the superposition of (EM) long range force and short range of (EW) force. The comparison criteria for this is: 
Here is a parameter comprised the optimization of test function, selected with best fitted condition of F i that in our (EW) method is about 3.25. It should be mentioned that for long range points the F i force obtain refer to the following electromagnetic relationship as;
With total force F i the i-th point moves randomly in the force direction or:
The x i moves toward upper bound (u k ) or lower bound (l k ). Apparently the x best doesn't move but instead translates to next iteration. The x best in sub program (NM) method is the initial simplex for global optimization. The input parameter for test function will be started with N = 2, m = 40, MAXITER = 60, LSITER = 40, and =0.001.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section we report some numerical experiments on the (EW) method.
Some test functions from Dixon and Szego (see [3] ) are considered. In Appendix these test functions are shown. All the experiments were done on a Dell XPS 1330 laptop computer.
First we used only electromagnetic like heuristic algorithm and using the forces by (9) , where the output results are called (EW1). In fact, r2 rij2 (9) where (norm is Euclidean), and assumed :
The (EW1) program achievement is shown in Table 1 .
To reduce the computation errors, we used = 1 in (9), and one can see the results in Table 2 .
Since we faced long manipulations, we used electromagnetic like and electro weak heuristic methods simultaneously (EW2), and the results on the test functions are shown in Table 3 , where we assumed ° = 1 . . In Table 4 , again we found the results where assumed ° = 8.9 x 10 -12 .
Now, we combine electromagnetic like heuristic algorithm; with attraction-repulsion force, with the Nelder-Mead Table 5 , and Table 6 .
First column in Table-6 shows the average evaluation of goldenstein price (GP) function obtained from mentioned above different methods, where with (EW) optimization method only with 60 iteration reached to optimization. This least iteration to reach optimization in comparison with other methods is the best privilege of the global heuristic optimization method we called (EW) method.
Privilege of the (EW) Heuristic Global Optimization
1. Reduced time of optimization calculation.
2. Reduced error of global optimization so as for most test functions the (EW) method lead to precise answer while the math error vanishes.
3. The method converges very fast to the global optimization.
4. The method is usable even for irregular objective functions that are non-differentiable in some points.
CONCLUSION REMARKS
The combination (EW) method devised and presented here is for global optimization bounded functions.
The (EM) and (EW) methods are based upon electrostatic attraction and repulsion forces of charged particles.
It is assumed that each charged point surrounded the global optimization region started to search global optimization afterwards (NM) simplex is used to obtain best global optimization.
This combinational method used to find global optimization of test functions obtained from [3, 4] and [10] which show the accuracy of the method. The results presented satisfactory achievements even for defined functions with frequent local optimization, so as reaching to global optimization completely efficient even if these are not differentiable functions.
Noticeably for nonlinear and unbounded problems the research should be continued.
APPENDIX
Here the used test functions are introduced. 
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